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BIOMECHANICS   END  MOVERENT  ANALYSIS
¥Ean  TWo

6  JANuan¥   1993

Welcome  back  to  College!   This  morning  I  want  to  raise  two
issues  that  link  our  course  to  your  soon  to  be  presented
draft  for  your  Sports  Technology/Pedagogy  project.
I  have  provided  very  little  opportunity  on  the  course  for
you  to  talk  together  and  to  engage  in  discussion.   I  hope
therefore  that  we  can  use  your  project  proposals  for  the
first  part  of  the  session.
I   hope    that   we   can   engage   in   what    is    termed   a   SWOT
analysis.  Such  analysis  is  a  vehicle  for  assessing  the:
Strengths
Weaknesses

Opportunities
Threats

of  an  idea/proposal

Depending  on  how  much  time   this   takes,   I   would  like   to
use  the  latter  part  of  the  session  to  discuss  some  issues
related   to   SYSTEMATIC   OBSERVATION.    I   have   appended   some
notes  and  an  article  f ron  a  recent  edition  of  the  Quest
j Ournal .
In  the  next  couple  of  weeks  I  want  to  look  carefully  at
the  processes  and  products  of  observation.   For  next  week
please   could   you   have   a   look   at   the   article   by   Welch
(1992)   and  if  possible  at  Paul  Croll's   (1986)   book.
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Paul   Croll,   Systematic   Classroom  Observation,    (1986)

Discuss     systematic       observation     in       educational     research.     A
research  method:

which    uses     a     system    of    highly       structured    observation
procedures  applied    by  trained    observers  in  order  to  gather
data  on  patterns  of  behaviour  and  interaction  (ix).

Its  features  include:

i.       observation  procedures  are  carefully  defined  and  highly
explicit

2.       results  are  expressed  in  quantitative  terms

In  Britain.     work  on     systematic  observation  in  schools  was  first
undertaken  by  Brian     Simon.     He     worked     with     Dean.ne     Boydell  to
develop  systems.

Systematic    classroom    observation    attempts    to  arrive  at  a
description  of  classrooms  which    are  absolutely    explicit  in
their    purposes    and    which    remove  part  of  the  subjectivity
which  occurs  when  individuals  describe  events   (4).

As  a  research  procedure:

1.

2.

3.

4.

It  claims
because  of

1.

2.

3.

it  is  explicit  in  its  purpose(s)     and  these    are  worked
out  prior  to  data  collection

explicit  and    rigorous  in    its  clef inition  of  categories
and  in    criteria    for    classifying    phenomena    in  these
categories

produces    data    which    can  be  presented  in  quantitative
form  and  which  can  be  summarised    and  related    to  other
data  using  statistical  techniques

role    of    observer    is    essentially    one    of    following
instructions    and      any      observer      should      record    a
particular  event  in  an  identical  fashion  to  any  other
uniformity   (6).   Need  not  reject  systematic  observation
cliff iculties :

Complexity         may         require         different         kind         of
conceptualisation  and  operational  clef inition

Qualitative    and      quantitative    methods    not    mutually
exclusive

Reporting  on  an  event  and  coming  to  an  understanding  of
the  meaning  of  events  for  participants



Systematic    observation       to    provide       accurate    description    of
selected   features   (9).   For  example:

1.       A  descriptive  overview  of  certain  features.

2.       Measuring  effectiveness  of  different  approaches.

3.        Measuring   impact.

4.       Monitoring   individual  behaviour.

A  crucial  step  in  any  programme    of  research    is  the  process
of    turning     research    ideas     into    a    set  of  procedures  for
generating  empirical  data.   (49)

Operationalisation:   a  complete    research    design.     Empirical  data
gathering  procedures  have  their  validity  only  with  reference  to  a
specific  investigatory  purpose.

Most  common  procedure:   paper  and  pencil     with  simple  time-keeping
device.        'Live'        observation       (51).       Record     and     observation
simultaneous.   This  is  advantage    but    disadvantage    is    the  limit
placed  on  what  can  be  observed.

The  problem    of  the  complexity  with  which  observers  can  cope
is  the  major  limitation  on  live  observation  (52)

Videotape  is  an  alternative  to  live    observation.   In    addition  to
possibly  dealing    with  complexity,   videotapes  can  be  watched  by  a
number  of  observers.

Limitations  of    video    as    a     'complete',     'flexible'     record  for
observation . ( 53 )

Process     of    designing    programme    of    systematic  observation  and
analysis  of  results:   definition  and  analysis  of  variables.   (55)

A  variable  represents  the  process  by    which  a    concept  which
is    of    interest    to    the    researcher    but  which  exists  at  a
theoretical    level       is    turned      into    a      set    of    working
clef initions  whereby    the  results  of  observation  or  some  data
collecting  process  can  be  categorised  and  measured.   (55)

any    observation    which    is     to    be    made    as    part     of    the
observational  system    should  be    capable  of  being  classified
according  to  the  categories  of  the  variable  or    variables  in
accordance  with  a  pre-determined  set  of  rules.(55)

Also  an  attempt  to  describe  and  categorise  a  process  which  is  on-
going  in  time.  Observations  are  located    at  particular    points  in
time  and  this  may  be  a  crucial  factor  in  understanding  them.   (62)

Need  to  consider:       frequency/duration               location/sequence

Events  can  be  recorded:   continuously;   by  event;   time  sampling

Contextual   information   (78}.
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YEAR  TWO

3   March   1993

What  is  a  State  of  the  Art  Review?

The   photocopy   in   the   library   is   a   copy   of   a   review   of
Match  Analysis  completed  in  1990.

I   would   like    to    say   something   about    it    and   want    to
encourage   you   to   read   it    since    it   will    inform   your
assignment .

The  review  is  based  upon  the  following  sections:

Development  of  Analysis

Invasive  Games

Racket  Games

Computerised  notation

Recommendations

You  will  find  some  helpful  bibliographical  references.

Perhaps  this  could  form  a  basis  for  next  week?
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WEDNESDAY,    7   OCTOBER   1992

GOOD   MORNING!

In  today's  talk  I  want  to  make  some  general  points  about
notational  analysis.  I  thought  it might  be  helpful  for
you  to  share  my  notes  via  the  computer.
If  you  want  to  you  can  keep  a  computer  record  of  these
notes  as  file  notes.  There  will  also  be  some  handouts.

My  idea  is  that  we  will  build  up  a  range  of  skills  and
knowledges .

This  morning,   I  want  to  say  something  about:

1.      The  philosophical  underpinnings  of  notation

2.      The  historical  roots  of  notational  analysis
3.      A  practical  project  for  next  week.



HISTORICAL   ROOTS   OF   NOTATIONAL  ANALYSIS

IN  BRITAIN,   THE   FIRST  PROFESSORS   OF  MUSIC  WERE  APPOINTED
IN   THE   SIXTEENTH   CENTURY   AT   OXFORD   AND   CAMBRIDGE.

THESE   APPOINTMENTS   WERE   SUPPORTED  AND   FINANCED   BY   THE
CHURCH .

THE   FIRST   PROFESSOR  OF   DANCE   IN  A   BRITISH  UNIVERSITY   WAS
APPOINTED   IN   1990   AT  THE  UNIVERSITY  OF   SURREY.

NOTATIONAL   ANALYSIS   OF   SPORT   HAS   BEEN   PROMPTED   BY
NOTATION  OF   DANCE.   THE  WORK  OF  RUDOLF   I.ABAN   IS
PARTICULARLY   IMPORTANT   IN     THIS   CONTEXT.

SOME   OF  THE   EARLIEST  WORK  IN   SPORTS  NOTATION  APPEARED   IN
USA.    SEE   FOR   EXAMPLE:

L   L  MESSERSMITH  AND   C   BUTHCHER'S   (1939)   ARTICLE   ON   THE
DISTANCE  TRAVELLED   BY   BASKETBALL  PI.AYERS.

SOME   NOTATIONAL  ANALYSTS   ARE   NOT   SPORTS   SCIENTISTS   FROM
ACADEMIC   LIFE!   CHARLES   REEP'S  WORK   IN   SOCCER  HAS  HAD  A
SIGNIFICANT   IMPACT   (SEE   PHOTOCOPY)

CENTRES   FOR  NOTATION   HAVE   GROWN  UP   IN:    SHEFFIELD,
LIVERPOOL  AND   CARDIFF.

NAMES   ASSOCIATED  WITH  PUBLICATION   IN  UK  ARE:   REILLY,
THOMAS ,   SANDERSON,   HUGHES ,   ALDERSON,   BRACKENRIDGE,
TREADWELL .
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YEAR   TWOOBSERVATION   INTO   DATA   INTO   PRESENTATI

Last  week  we  spent  some  time  looking t  the  analysis  oftivityinorderto
performance  in  invasive  games.Myintentionwastoengagein some  ac

look  at  some  of  the  issues  involved  i systematic
observation  protocols.  We  also  mentio ed briefly  the
importance  attached  to  reliability  ofTwojournalarticlesmightbeuseful data,indeveloping  ouriabilityOfa

discussions :

Reliabilitv
Johnson,   R  8  &              Measuring  the  Re
Franks,   I  M                    Computer-Aided  S stematic  Observation

Instrument,   Cana lan  Journal  of  Sport
Sciences,16(1),Time-MotionAnalvsis 5-57sis of  and  Heart

Wilkins,   H  A  et  al    Time-Motion  Anal
Rate  Responses  t Amateur  Ice  Hockey
Officiating,   CanSDortSciences,ThismorningIwanttousethecompu dian  Journal  of

6(4),   302-307erfacilityto  workTHEABOVEARTICLES.

on  data  presentation.FORNEXTWEEK,PLEASE  HAVE  A  LcOK  AT
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What  is  a  State  of  the  Art  Review?

The   photocopy   in   the   library   is   a   copy   of   a   review   of
Match  Analysis  completed  in  1990.

I   would   like    to    say    something   about    it    and   want    to
encourage   you   to   read   it    since    it   will    inform   your
as signment .

The  review  is  based  upon  the  following  sections:

Development  of  Analysis

Invasive  Games

Racket  Games

Computerised  notation

Recommendations

You  will  find  some  helpful  bibliographical  references.

Perhaps     this     could     form     a     basis     for     next     week?



EVALUATION

I  think  I  misunderstood  task!   I  thought  I  had  asked  them
to  look  at  State  of  the  Art  review!

They  looked  very  surprised.

I  used  volleyball  tapes  to  look  at  net  game  issues.

Erasmus  student  present:  Thomas  Just.

Explained  purpose  of  the  course.

Next  week  look  at  state  of  art  review.
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DeciDherincr  Research  Reports:  Movina  Towards  a  Critical
Sense  of  the  Literature  available  to  Movement  Analvsts

Introduction
Iiast   week   we   discussed    (or    rather    I    talked   overlong
about )      philosophical      issues      linked     to     notational
analysis.    In   today's   session   I   want   to   encourage   your
active participation.
Appended  to  this  sheet  is  a  copy  of  an  article  reproduced
from  the  Journal  of  Sports  Medicine.

I  would  like  today's  session  to  have  three  components:

1.      A  personal,   close  reading  of  the  article.

2.      A  discussion  with  a  colleague  about  what  you  have
read.

3.       A  .plenary  session  in  which  we  can  comment  on  the
article  collectively.

Whilst    you    may    want    to    use    your    own    f ramework    for
deciphering  the  research,  perhaps  you  could  consider:

Topic  chosen

Methods  Used

Data  Collected

Results

By   the  end  of  your  reading  and  discussion,   can  you  come
to  a  conclusion/informed  judgement  about  the  article?

For    a    discussion/example    of    deciphering    sociological
research      see      Gerry     Rose,      DeciDherina      Socioloaical
Research   (London,   Macmillan,1982).   He  suggests  that:

the  reader  needs  to  have  a  basic  grasp  of  what  is
normally  termed  research  methods  or  methodology;   a
second,  and  less  obvious,   requirement  is  for  an
analytic  framework  which  is  designed  speci.f ically
for  the  task  of  deciphering.   (1982:4) (original
emphasis)
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